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Abstract
This paper reports our experiences with applying methods and techniques from TQM (Total
Quality Management) to improve the lectures in four courses at NTNU (Norwegian
University of Science and Technology). The main result of our work is that a TQM
approach leads to more focused improvement actions than other methods that NTNU has
tried earlier. This again leads to better courses and more enthusiastic students.

Introduction
When academia discusses the quality of teaching, they seldom spell out what they mean
by quality. Many even claim that quality cannot be defined. The lack of a precise
quality definition has created a certain amount of frustration in academia. A quote from
Universitas, gives a good idea of the prevailing opinion: "The discussions on quality in
higher education is in its present form a chaos of vague words. When one asks
politicians and bureaucrats what they mean in their speeches when they talk about the
importance of raising the quality in educations, most of them will utter some confused /
confusing phrases about processes and something about student learning outcomes". V.
Gynnild's comments illustrate the problem: "If the department cannot define quality,
why is it so important to improve it?" [1]
The problem stated is, however, not real. ISO 8402 has already defined quality as:
The totality of characteristics of an entity that bear on its ability to
satisfy the customer's stated and implied needs
One is tempted to believe that the reason for avoiding this definition is that there is
no tradition in academia for discussing whose needs should be catered to – namely their
customers. In our careers as academics we have noticed a persistent abhorrence of the
terms “customer” and “market” in academia. This is unfortunate – mainly because it
prevents us from tapping into the rich resources of material on quality assurance and
process improvement that already exists out there and is ours for free.
This paper is mostly based on the theory and practice of process improvement as it
is performed in modern industry. Its main concept is the process improvement feedback
loop, as shown below [2].
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The process improvement feedback loop

As can be seen in the diagram, we have a service provider who provides services to
a market. The market will give feedback to the service provider through several
channels, indirect feed-back through e.g., increased or decreased demand, reputation in
the market place and direct feedback through e.g., praise or complaints. The service
provider will then use these feedbacks to improve his process by removing sources of
customer dissatisfaction and strengthen sources of customer satisfaction. In addition,
there is a maintenance loop to make sure that whatever quality gains we make are not
lost through sloppy process quality assurance. Thus, we need quality improvement in
order to get better quality and we need quality control to keep our quality gains.

TQM and the customer focus
An industrial background
The method proposed for course improvement in this paper is based on experience with
process improvement in software industry, especially through using post mortem
analysis (PMA) [3]. The approach is simple – when a project or subproject is finished,
ask the project's participants what went well and what should be improved or skipped.
Organize the responses and make a plan for handling the most important items.
This approach has later been included as an important component in some of the
agile development processes – especially Scrum [4], which has introduced the sprint
retrospective as an integral part of the process.

TQM applied in a university setting
The main pillar of the TQM philosophy is the customer focus [5]. Any provider of
services or products should have as his main goal to satisfy the customer. A university
has two customer groups:
 The students who take our courses with the intention of learning skills that will
make them attractive in the labour market.
 The industry that needs qualified personnel for developing products and
supplying services for an increasingly competitive market place.
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There is a certain resistance in academia to consider the students – or industry – as
customers. People in academia should, however, consider a situation where the students
do not want to take the university’s courses any more or the industry does not want to
employ their candidates. This situation would lead the students to go to other
universities and the university that barricades itself in an ivory tower will pretty soon
find themselves out of money and the staff out of work. Thus, in the long term a
university is just as dependent on satisfied customers as any other enterprise.
The universities face one challenge that other industry does not have to deal with –
the split competence between our two groups of customers and what they can be
expected to be experts on.
 The students are experts on how they best learn and what they like and not like
about a course. This goes both for the lecturers’ performance and for how the
course material is presented. They are, however, not experts on the course
contents – that is the lecturer’s responsibility.
 The industry is experts on the contents of the courses – do the students learn
something useful? Useful in this connection means “useful to the industry”.
We are not alone in this insight. We have later discovered that Karapetrovic et al
have reached the same conclusions in their important paper on ISO 9001 and
universities [14]. They have also identified the same customer groups as we have –
students and industry. They have, however, also included such groups as the community
and other universities.
Even though both of the above parties are important, we will only focus on the first
party – the students – in this paper. At NTNU, the second part is taken care of by
frequent cooperation with industry in national and international projects plus feed-back
from people from industry that serve on our board.

Improvement approaches – then and now
NTNU has had several initiatives when it comes to improving the quality of the
lectures. The main problem with these attempts is that they have focused on whether or
not the students were satisfied with a certain aspect of a course, and never focused on
the reason why. The results of the surveys were sent to the responsible lecturer where
they were kept in a binder. Only the bravest of the lecturers dared to look at them. This
never led to an improvement but it had two pronounced effects:
 Both students and lecturers got tired of the whole exercise.
 It gave improvement a bad name and put most of the university’s improvement
activities on hold.
The reason is easy to see – the distributed questionnaires only asked how satisfied
or dissatisfied the students were – it never asked why and it could thus not serve as a
basis for improvement.
An NTNU initiative, which has met with some success, is the reference groups.
This is a group of two to five students from the course who shall serve as a link between
the lecturer and the students. The group meets with the lecturer two to four times during
the course to convey complaints and wishes from the students. Even though this
approach has had a certain degree of success, it has also some severe shortcomings:
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Even though the students in the reference group shall elicit opinions from the
rest of the students in the course, this is seldom done, often due to lack of
interest from the student body.
Partly as a consequence of the item above, the opinions and complaints raised in
the reference groups mostly are those of the group participants. When their
opinions are not those of the student body, the reference group is to a large
degree irrelevant.

Even though these shortcomings are well known, this is still the only organized
activity for improvement of lecturing quality.
NTNU's new initiative – KVASS – does only focus on quality assurance [6]. The
control perspective dominates and improvement is not mentioned. This is a copy of the
QA approach that the IT industry has revolted against and sabotaged for as long as QA
has been used in the IT domain. There is no reason to assume that it will fare any better
in the universities. Carried through it will generate a large amount of reports and create
a lot of work for the university's administration. It is, however, doubtful that anything of
value will come out of it.
There have been several references to ISO 9001 and ISO 90003 (the guidelines for
applying ISO 9001 to software development) in reports, presentations and plans for
Norwegian universities and university colleges – see for instance [7, 12, 13].
Unfortunately, the focus has mainly been on quality control. Quality improvement has
only been briefly mentioned.

TQM and course improvement
Student expectations
It is a common experience from industry that customers’ expectations are much stronger
than any set of formally agreed-upon requirements. If we shall be able to do anything
about the expectations, it must be done early in the course, preferable on the first day.
The goal of the expectation survey is not to fulfil all expectations but to tell the students
at an early stage which expectations that will be met and which will not.
Our experience has shown us that
 Most students have a realistic idea on what to expect from the course.
 Some students have implied expectations, which would not have been brought
out into the open except for the survey.
We present the results from the survey and make it clear which expectations that
will be met and which will not be met. This activity is not part of the course
improvement process. It is just a way to reduce the number of students that are
unsatisfied and frustrated due to misunderstandings of what the course will contain.

The course improvement process
Like all successful process improvement approaches, our approach to course
improvement is simple. It requires no deep insight into ISO 9001 or TQM. It requires no
statistical methods or heavy studies before being applied. It is simple to understand and
use and the results will almost surely be useful to any course responsible who is willing
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to use it. The only thing needed is that you must accept that the students, not you, are
the experts on how well your teaching succeeds in getting the material from your slides
or whiteboard and into the students’ heads. Once you have accepted that, the rest is
easy.
We have used the process described below. The process cannot start too early – the
students need to get an impression of how the course is taught. It should not start too
late either – the students need to see that their suggestions and complaints are taken
seriously and that something is done to improve the course.
1. Tell the students that you want to improve the lectures and that you need their
feedback in order to do so.
2. Ask them to take a piece of paper and write down
a. Three things they hate about this course
b. Three things they love about this course.
3. Collect all the notes and analyse them. There are several ways to do this and we
will discuss some of them below.
4. Present your findings in the next lecture. Tell the students how you will
a. Keep and strengthen the good things – the things the student love
b. Remove or reduce the bad things – the things the students hate
5. Make a time plan for the promised actions and keep it.
The first thing we need to know is: Will the students take this seriously? In our
experience, they will. The main reason for this is that most students genuinely want the
course to be a success. They are there to learn something that they consider important to
their future career.

Data analysis
The data are subjective and so is the analysis. A subjective data analysis does not,
however, mean that anything goes. It just means that we need to use our experience,
knowledge and common sense to analyse the data. The best thing to do would be to
involve the students in the analysis and use methods from affinity diagram construction
[8]. Unfortunately, this is too time-consuming for anything above five to six persons
and we have instead let the course responsible do the analysis. The results are
documented in tables as shown below. The first table shows the positive issues while
the second table shows the negative ones.
In the examples below we have shown all comments and their grouping. We see
that the grouping is subjective and that other groupings are possible, e.g., “good
examples”, mentioned by five students in the course TDT4145, could as well have been
placed in the second group together with “Easy to understand”. When we consider the
totality of issues that it is important to keep, however, the results would be the same.
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Item
Number
Examples from real companies (5)
Enthusiastic and knowledgeable lecturer (6)
Interesting themes (usually)
Well-structured course
Learn things that will be useful later both as
17 / 68 %
developer and as a project participant (2)
A lot of the curriculum is quite applicable and I also
recognize a lot of familiar situations
Positive spirit when interacting with the students
Good compendium
The book (compendium) is neither too big nor too
2/8%
small
Only three exercises – the rest is up to each student
Learned a lot from the essay writing exercise
4 / 16 %
Good feedback on the exercise (2)
OK amount of home work
1/4%
Power point slides focus on keywords – the rest is on
1/4%
the blackboard
Sum
25
Students’ assessment of TDT 4235 – positive issues

Item
Number
Bad use of blackboard. Too many arrows that points
to other items. What belongs together and why? (2)
More headings when using the blackboard – were
4 / 18 %
does one topic end and another one start
It is possible to make the Power point slides more
interesting
The compendium lacks a table of contents (5)
8 / 36 %
The compendium lacks a key word index (3)
More of the curriculum should have been included in
exercises
2/9%
More and smaller exercises that count towards the
grade
Difficult to produce a good essay when up to five
persons shall cooperate and contribute
The essay should be smaller
3 / 14 %
Several (most) of the essay topics were irrelevant for
the course
The home page is a bit messy (2)
3 / 14 %
Would have been better to use It’s learning
Missing creativity in the lectures to catch the
students’ attention
2/9%
The students are too shy to interact and add
comments – not enough involvement
Sum
22
Students’ assessment of TDT 4235 – negative issues

The example below is from the course TDT 4145. There is a wide range of concerns
that are addressed – from “More explanations”, which is quite important and need the
lecturer’s attention, to “Use a wetter sponge” which is a simple issue to solve. For both
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courses, the students identify both positive and negative issues and the feedback is in all
cases considered relevant by the lecturer. As above, the first table shows the positive
issues while the second shows the negative ones.
Item
Excellent use of blackboard (22)
Easy to understand notes / easy to follow (12)
Well-organized syllabus, easy to follow lectures (10)
References to text book (7)
The lecturer (7)
Clear lectures and good explanations (6)
Good examples (5)
Good flow of information / pace (4)
Precise (4)
Guest lecturers (2)
Exercises (2)
Sum

Number
22 / 27%
12 / 15%
10 / 12%
7 / 9%
7 / 9%
6 / 7%
5 / 6%
4 / 5%
4 / 5%
2 / 2%
2 / 2%
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Students’ assessment of TDT 4145 – positive issues

Item
More explanation (13)
Too few examples (12)
Better with power-point (10)
Few / big and difficult exercises (8)
Clearer writing on the blackboard (7)
More interaction with the students (4)
Publish lecture notes on Its Learning (4)
Dull lecturer (4)
Slow pace when using blackboard (3)
Student assistants not well prepared (2)
Use wetter sponge (2)
Sum

Number
13 / 19%
12 / 17%
10 / 14%
8 / 12%
7 / 10%
4 / 6%
4 / 6%
4 / 6%
3 / 4%
2 / 3%
2 / 3%
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Students’ assessment of TDT 4145 – negative issues

First and foremost we need to compare the list of negative issues this year with the
corresponding list for the previous year. Negative issues that keep recurring are a strong
indication that whatever we did last year to improve the course was not good enough.
For both courses there are several issues where we can improve. In order to arrive
at a prioritized list of actions we recommend the use of Pareto’s rule which says that
80% of the effect – in this case bad lectures – stems from 20% of the causes [9]. Other
strategies can also be used. For TDT 4145, the lecturer decided on two improvement
actions. Since this was done at the end of the course, no dates were needed.
 Write a compendium containing all important definitions
 Use more examples in the lectures
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For TDT 4235, the lecturer decided on the following improvement actions:

Summary of prioritized actions for TDT 4235

From the issues raised above, the lecturer of TDT 4235 made a short plan for what
to do next. For the lack of a table of contents for the compendium, which the students
considered the most important problem, we set a fixed data. At this date, the
compendium table of contents was published as a separate document on the course’s
home page. The problems related to bad use of the blackboard needs some more
analysis. The collected data gave some indications – difficult to separate topics and too
many arrows pointing in different directions. Such issues can be fixed right away. The
lecturer and the students will, however, have to look more closely into the other
components of this problem.

TDT 4235 improvement plan

It is important to make a plan and follow it through. If we do not do this, we will
lose credibility both with the current students and with students in the years to come.
Good and bad news travel like a bush-fire at NTNU, e.g., using student blogs such as
classmate.no.
In addition to the few important issues that were selected for corrective action right
away, we also found that there is a long tail of single suggestions/remarks. Among those
single remarks there were a lot of good ideas. The reason for this is that good ideas are
seldom created simultaneously by many people, but come from creative individuals.
However, we decided not to publish all singular remarks since they are not the voice of
many students, but we still kept them in order to use them internally as a library of
ideas. Some ideas that have surfaced in this way are:
 The course (TDT 4145) should emphasise the mathematical foundations of
databases.
 Definition, explanation and examples should be (kept) separate.
 Instead of 1 + 2 hours every week we should have 2 hours one week, 4 hours the
next week and so on.
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Experiences
So far, our experiences are good. One of the lecturers has used this approach for several
years in both his courses and two other lecturers have tried it this year, with positive
results. The feed-back we have received from the students is also positive.
The IME faculty of NTNU is currently running a project called FRIKT – the
FutuRe of ICT education [10]. The people in FRIKT who are responsible for evaluating
the use of reference group have identified the same problems as we mentioned in the
“Improvement approach” section and will consider using the method we proposed in the
future.

Threats to validity
There are two threats to the validity of our scheme – (1) only the dissatisfied students
answer and (2) the questions are considered to be too general, thus invoking the effect
discovered by Ajzen and Fishbein [11]. We will give a short discussion of both sources
below.

Negative students
There is always a risk that the students who are dissatisfied will give answers in such a
survey and the rest will ignore it. This is for instance what happened in an earlier
attempt to improve the NTNU – then NTH – courses. All the students dutifully
answered all the questions – mostly using a Likert scale – and the students that were
dissatisfied used the free-text fields as an opportunity to anonymously heap abuse on the
lecturer. No wonder the lecturers mostly ignored these surveys, even though they in
some cases contained useful feed-back.
We have avoided these problems by asking the student to write only the three things
they "love" and the three things they "hate" most with the course. This fixed format
makes other input irrelevant and we have never gotten any. It would be easy for a
student to use the "hate" items to declare that "The lecturer is an incompetent pr...k" but
so far nobody has used this opportunity.
It is possible that many of the frustrations that have surfaced during such surveys in
the past are due to a misalignment between the course contents and the students'
expectations. This problem is, however, taken care of already at the start of the course in
our approach.

Ajzen and Fishbein
Ajzen and Fishbein discovered that when people are asked general or unfocused
questions they tend to answer what is considered "correct" within their peer group, not
their own opinion [11]. The effect gets weaker, the more concrete and specific the
questions get.
We have tried to make both the setting and the problems to be solved as concrete as
possible. We have also made it clear why we ask for their opinions and that their
opinions have value and will have consequences for the way the course is taught to
them in the future. By asking the students to consider the three most important issues
for each of the two categories “love” and “hate”, we get a concrete setting, thus
encouraging concrete and honest responses.
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Conclusions
In our opinion, students at a university are the university's customers and should be
treated as such. This has as a consequence that the students are an important source of
information when we want to assess the quality of a course.
Using ideas from TQM and PMA is an effective and efficient way to improve the
students' satisfaction and the lecture quality. The method will only bear on the way the
course contents is presented and not on the quality of the content. In this area we expect
the lecturer, not the students to be the experts.
A short look-through of what has been presented on quality in university studies shows
that the focus is on quality control. Quality improvement is mostly left out. Even
Karapetrovic et al. [14] has ignored process improvement and only focused on
collecting data, statistical analysis and process control.
This problem has also been observed in other, immature branches of industry and is
in our experience due to the fact that it is the administration that is in control of the
process and not the doers. The doers, in our case the lecturer, thus need to take an
initiative to improve quality and the suggested approach is well suited for such an
action.
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